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Abstract

Quantitative modelling analysis in support of national and global decarbonisation pathways has never been more important to achieving global climate stabilisation in line with the Paris Agreement. However, established equilibrium and optimisation models tend to radically simplify their depiction of societal and political/institutional actors. This can make them difficult to use for implementing specific energy and climate policies in the near term and aligning these with long term targets. Most energy systems analysis continues to pair such techno-economic models with entirely qualitative narratives about future political and societal developments. The result is that these critical factors often fade into the background in subsequent discourse. In this paper, we utilise BLUE – a leading socio-technical energy transition (STET) model of the United Kingdom’s (UK) energy system – to capture elements of the heterogeneity, consistency and co-evolution of societal and political drivers. We focus specifically on exploring government-led and societally-led energy transitions and investigating the differences in their decarbonisation pathways and end states. Our modelling exercise finds that it is not who leads per se that is the most critical, but rather the level of the initial effort and subsequent commitment from both leader and follower actors that appears to regulate the pace at which decarbonisation pathways unfold. However, systemic inertia in all cases means that the deepest decarbonisation targets continue to appear very difficult to achieve.
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Highlights

- Energy modellers must rise to the challenges of capturing political dynamics, human behaviour, and social change
- We present STET model scenario analysis of government-led and societally-driven transitions towards low carbon futures
- Co-evolutionary elements of government decision making and societal change are endogenised inside the model boundary
- Government-led and societally-driven pathways exhibit different dynamics and support different conclusions
- Depicting the role of actors in energy models is critical as decision making moves from target setting to implementation

1.0 Introduction

1.1 The socio-technical nature of energy transitions

Energy policy in the 21st century calls for the resolution of multiple, often competing objectives, under a shifting landscape of political, economic and technological challenges. Against a global backdrop of population growth, increasing urbanisation, and increasing competition for raw materials, national governments are striving for socioeconomic development and resource security while nominally seeking to also arrest accelerating environmental decline. A critical pillar of global environmental negotiations remains humanity’s ongoing response to anthropogenic warming. The science on climate change mitigation demands an urgent and rapid requirement for the decarbonisation of energy use [1]. The 2015 Paris Agreement and the UNFCCC process [2] formalises a mechanism by which national governments will be required to incrementally report on their proposed strategies for transforming their economies towards zero-emissions states. If successfully implemented [3], this new global policy imperative has the potential to disrupt established technologies and transform long-established institutional and governance arrangements for energy.

Decarbonisation appears to be a pre-requisite for bringing current levels of human activity within planetary boundaries. In light of this requirement, studies have sought to understand whether or not the established pattern for large-scale technological change, which almost invariably takes many decades to occur [4], can be circumvented or not [5,6]. The complexity of energy systems makes efforts to accelerate far reaching systemic change extremely daunting [7], as does the strength of the incumbent fossil fuel regime [8], although there is some optimism that active policy management (as opposed to passive governance) might enable future transitions to be more rapid than those observed historically [9].

Transitions studies [10,11] have often pondered the question of whether the overall pace of change is driven primarily by technological or societal elements. A key insight from historical transitions analysis is that while the performance and costs of new technologies were powerful determinants for their eventual success or failure, so also
were the relationships between innovations and the political and cultural landscape of the day, as well as the strategies employed by the actors and institutions which supported them [12-14]. In other words, the evidence from economic history suggests that technological transitions are inherently socio-technical. There is no logical reason to suppose a priori that future technological transitions will be any different and yet the socio-technical nature of transitions continues to be routinely overlooked in many energy policy discussions [15,16].

1.2 Modelling energy transitions towards climate targets

Analytical models have a long history being applied to explore technological options for global climate stabilisation. Models typically show that internationally agreed targets (such as the 1.5 °C and 2°C goals in the Paris Agreement) are extremely difficult to meet and require rapid, sustained, and early action, global collaboration on mitigation efforts and the rapid diffusion of key energy technologies [17,18]. The implementation of near-term climate policies that are consistent with long term targets is therefore critical. But conventional energy policy models are typically difficult to use for socio-technical analysis, and for understanding the role of different present day actors and institutions in future transitions [19,20].

The common practices of either radically simplifying actor behaviour, or leaving actor decisions outside of the scope of models (discussed further in Section 2.0), avoids apportioning responsibilities to specific societal or political actors and institutions. This leaves significant ambiguity about who exactly must do what in path-dependent transitions i.e. transitions where successive choices act to constrain or open-up future options [21,22]. As leaders are often not identified, it is not obvious which parties hold the responsibility for overcoming socio-political inertia [23,24] and breaking the existing system out of it’s locked-in state [25,26]. This impedes important societal discourse on how to bring about future transitions, and makes the alignment of near term actions with long term climate targets extremely challenging.

1.3 Aims and objectives

This paper focuses on exploring whether and how energy system analysis can be broadened to better encompass the socio-political dimension by assigning roles to different actors in path-dependent transitions modelling. The energy modelling research community that feeds into global debate on energy and climate policy is forward looking, self-reflective, and receptive to critique. There are continuing efforts to improve the representation of human behaviour and decision making in complex

system models. However, little formal guidance exists on how to consider critical aspects of energy futures, such as societal change and political dynamics, in formal socio-technical energy transitions (STET) models (elaborated on in Section 2.0). This is largely because these tools are few in number relative to more conventional techno-economic equilibrium and optimisation models, and have yet to enter widespread use or feed into major policy debates.

In this paper, we undertake a critical first step towards reformulating the treatment of the socio-political dimension in energy modelling, and report on our attempts to do so with a complex system model of the UK energy system as a case study. As a means of stimulating conceptual and methodological innovation in this area, we have framed our analysis around a simple question. Should government or society lead the energy transition? The leader-follower question is a useful framing for the energy transition challenge. Can national governments direct the process of technological change from the “top-down” in order to deliver net benefits for society as a whole, or could transitions involving a much greater role for civil society and the actions of individuals bring about a transition from the “bottom-up”, with government in a secondary and more reactive mode [27,28]? Specifically, we investigate:

i. Whether a socio-technical framing around the leader-follower question can be used to explore energy system transition pathways towards deeply decarbonised futures, including:
   a. The influence of heterogeneous and evolving societal preferences and values.
   b. Real world political challenges such as varying levels of policy consistency between different governments over time.
   c. The iterative and co-evolving nature of society and political drivers.

ii. How government-led and societally-driven transitions might differ from one another and whether they might lead to similar or contrasting evolutionary trajectories and final end states.

The structure of the article is as follows. In the introduction (Section 1.0) we have outlined our rationale for taking a socio-technical approach to understanding and modelling future energy transitions. We then provide an overview of models in the policy cycle, how actors and institutions are captured in conventional models, and explore the potential role for socio-technical energy transition (STET) models (Section 2.0). We then outline the key features of the model used in the article and the modifications to previous versions that were made in order to address the leader-follower question (Section 3.0). We then proceed to describing a series of thought experiments [29] (Section 4.0) that explore how government-led and societally-driven transitions might be implemented in a formal STET model (Section 3.0), and to assess whether or not they produce comparable or divergent transitions (Section 5.0). We then discuss general insights from the exercise before reflecting critically on its
2.0 Socio-technical energy transitions (STET) modelling

2.1 Models in the policy cycle

Quantitative modelling and analysis techniques are critical components of mainstream political and industrial decision making for the energy transition at the global, national, and sub-national levels. Models at these various scales serve different purposes. Global Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) feature heavily in the work of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [30] and are used in this context for the purposes of exploring the feasibility of achieving climate targets (e.g. [31,32]) and therefore setting the agenda for global environmental negotiations under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). However, their macro-scale and aggregate representation of different countries means that they are not typically employed for policy assessment and design, as these functions occur at the level of the nation-state [33]. National-scale models are instead used to inform national energy and climate policy activities, such as exploring sector-specific initiatives and regulations or designing new market mechanisms [34].

Even within the national-scale context however, models often come from a variety of different design philosophies that affect the type of problems that they can be applied to investigate. Energy models are usually based on real-world data grounded in either engineering processes or monetary flows (with hybrid approaches being increasingly common [35]), which gives them epistemic power in different domains. Additionally, models can be used as part of scenario analysis activities for predictive, normative, or exploratory purposes [36]. Energy models with long time horizons (extending many decades) are usually used in either a normative fashion to backcast [37] the energy system configurations that might meet desired emissions or resource targets under constraints, or an exploratory fashion to understand the possible ramifications of different policy decisions on demand, emissions or technology diffusion in different sectors. Within the context of decarbonisation pathway planning at the nation-state level, normative target-setting activities are dominated by energy system optimisation models (ESOMs [38]), while a variety of other model types can found being used for exploratory impact assessments (such as system dynamics [39] and agent-based models [40]).

2.2 Capturing actors and institutions in models

A majority of energy models, regardless of their scale or their design for normative or exploratory application, tend to focus on the engineering configuration of technical systems and the infrastructure that connects them together, but not on the behaviours of actors and institutions that govern them [20]. Few models in the energy and climate field explicitly acknowledge the co-evolutionary nature of policymaking, societal change, and technology (for notable exceptions see [41,42]). Most models are therefore behaviourally and societally abstract, and as a result, give insights that
do not apportion responsibility for near-term action to present-day actors and institutions.

Models and scenarios, rightly or wrongly, inform visions, guide expectations, and shape the shared understanding of policymakers and society regarding what is and is not possible [43,44]. The prevalence of technology-only energy modelling in public policymaking has had the effect of narrowing the focus of the ensuing discourse more or less exclusively on energy technologies rather than their socio-political context and how rapidly they might be adopted [45]. As a result much discourse on energy transitions towards climate targets is framed as a narrow, “stunted” conversation about technologies and fuels [16] but not the role of political decisions or social change. In all likelihood, the ambitious targets outlined in the Paris Agreement cannot be achieved in all countries and in all sectors on relevant timescales by following a strategy that depends exclusively on the technological substitution of fossil fuels for carbon free alternatives [32,46,47]. This means that model-based analysis to support the future energy transition must also look beyond technology-only modelling.

2.3 Socio-technical modelling for decision-making

To date, the energy modelling community has addressed the challenges posed by societal and political barriers to climate mitigation policies in a number of ways. Energy models are often built with historically informed perspectives on past rates of technological change, with the rationale being that this anchors the decision space covered by future model projections within the realms of socio-technical plausibility [48,49]. Political barriers to the implementation of climate policy are sometimes represented as time delays in mitigation (e.g. [50,51]) or as restrictions on the availability of critical technologies (e.g. [52,53]). The embedded nature of technological change within specific socio-economic contexts is captured in modelling that feeds into the IPCC reporting process through the development of shared socio-economic pathway scenarios (SSPs) [54]. Finally, there have also been a number of recent efforts to explore the integration of behavioural choice factors into existing models [55–57].

However, there remains much scope for improvement with regard to the depiction of actors, including the power and agency of individuals and governments, in energy models. Mercure et al. [22] charges that existing models are over reliant on the assumption of rational behaviour by decision makers (also see [58]), that interactions amongst actors are over simplified, and that path dependencies are inadequately accounted for. Institutional barriers and political inertia, both salient features of the real world energy system, are also often left out of models [31]. There are a number of calls in the literature to consider the development of climate policy models that feature explicit decision making agents [59,60].

Efforts to improve the representation of political and societal factors in energy modelling coincides with renewed interest from the sustainability transitions community in quantitative representations of socio-technical change in energy
Transitions scholars have already outlined the rationale for formal modelling of socio-technical change [61,62]. This renewed interest in quantification may be linked to the desire for enhanced policy impact [63].

The conceptualisation and definition of socio-technical energy transitions modelling is broad, covering the multi-level perspective [64], co-evolutionary theories [65,66], the application of complexity science [67] and the use of adaptive policy pathways [68]. A full socio-technical modelling approach would aim to capture the techno-economic detail of the energy system, multi-level governance, the range of societal and political feedbacks, and the overlapping decisions of many decision makers. Li et al. [69] conceptualise socio-technical energy transitions (STET) modelling as an emerging research frontier where analysts attempt to capture various elements of socio-technical transitions, including societal actors and the co-evolutionary nature of policy, technology and behaviour, within a formal quantitative framework that can be operationalised for energy policy purposes. The main attributes of such models (see Figure 1) are conceived as being techno-economic detail, explicit actor heterogeneity, and transition pathway dynamics [69,70].

Figure 1 – A taxonomy of socio-technical energy transitions models (based on Li et al. [69,70])

Modelling socio-technical change for energy and climate policy purposes is an interdisciplinary research field that is replete with unresolved challenges. It remains
an open question as to what extent it is wise or possible to represent all of the relevant societal and political elements of transitions in formal models [71], or how best to pair qualitative analysis with quantitative tools [72–74]. Models that are closely aligned with or built to capture particular theories of socio-technical change (e.g. [75]) might face challenges to adoption if those same theories are challenged or disputed by the prospective audience for their work (see [76,77]). Where these models might fit into the policy cycle, what problems they might be used to address, and whether they will be viewed as credible, salient and legitimate [78,79] by decision-makers remains to be determined.

Models can effectively act as a “prosthesis for the imagination” [80], and as a boundary object to change beliefs and values as a facilitator of policy change [81]. One possible application for STET models that is not straightforward to achieve with conventional models could be participatory simulation [82] for the purpose of consensus building [20] amongst diverse actors in the transition. The ability of such models to explore different future roles for real-world transition actors might enable their use as powerful stakeholder engagement tools for learning [83], challenging cognitive framings [84,85], and building shared narratives and visions [86,87].

3.0 BLUE (The Behaviour, Lifestyles and Uncertainty Energy model)

Existing STET models [69] have tended to explore individual sub-sectors such as power generation and transport rather than attempt to provide a broader assessment of societal, political and technological change across the wider energy system. This means that few socio-technical models are able to consider the co-evolutionary nature of technology, society and policy [65] in the context of national decarbonisation initiatives and plans, such as the Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) required by the Paris Agreement. For our analysis in this paper we employ BLUE (the Behaviour, Lifestyles and Uncertainty Energy model), a system dynamic STET model of the UK that captures energy, emissions and technological diffusion across the whole national energy system.

BLUE can be considered an “actor-based” model, with the “dynamics of the system... dominated by the strategies of a relatively small number of key actors” [88]. The model represents multiple economic sectors as separate actors whose individual decision and interactions can affect the course of energy transitions. The model features a probabilistic formulation for exploring uncertainties in future pathways, with variation in inputs (reflecting an uncertain possibility space) easily captured in model outputs. Past publications using BLUE have focused on understanding the effect of socio-technical inertia, path dependencies and lock-in [70], and economically non-optimal behaviour on future energy transitions [89]. BLUE is a bottom-up hybrid energy system model [34] with a similar formulation to models such as CIMS [90], PRIMES [91] and POTENCEIA [92]. The model simulates the interactions of a population of representative agents, each acting to minimise their own (imperfectly) perceived discounted system costs over time in a myopic fashion. Summary model documentation, including model equations and data sources can be found at: http://www.ucl.ac.uk/energy-models/models/blue.
3.1 Key features

BLUE can be distinguished from the majority of other STET models by its broad, multi-sectoral approach to understanding energy and climate policy trade-offs. BLUE captures energy demand across a full spectrum of end uses, including the residential, commercial, industrial and transport sectors. This whole system approach (albeit with coarse granularity) is critical for understanding economy-wide decarbonisation targets in the context of climate policy assessment.

BLUE can be used to represent many of the barriers found in so-called second-best policy environments [93] and captures a range of insights from behavioural economics in its characterisation of individual choice [94]. Obstacles to setting incentives can be represented by limiting the carbon price signal attached to GHG emissions. Political obstacles to pursuing certain emissions mitigation options can be introduced by placing restrictions on technology deployment. Distortions between the price and the marginal cost of abatement are captured by micro-economic behavioural parameters that introduce deviations from strict economic rationality. For example, actors in BLUE can exhibit differentiated sensitivities to changes in energy prices (demand elasticities), display different propensities for making decisions based purely on costs (market heterogeneity, intangible costs) and value the future differently (hurdle rates).

3.2 Model operation

BLUE is calibrated to UK national statistics to capture the UK energy system conditions for its starting 2010 base year, from where it projects energy demand, emissions, and technology adoption forward through time in response to actor decisions. The main exogenous drivers for the model include growth in end-use demands for energy, fossil fuel prices (for which the UK is largely a price-taker), and costs for energy demand and supply technologies (which again, are assumed to be driven largely by international developments in manufacturing and R&D). The model documentation contains details of specific parameter settings. Exogenous fuel prices follow UK Government centrally projected trends, while cost reductions over time are captured for a number of transition technologies. Notably, these include power generation from onshore and offshore wind, solar photovoltaics (both grid-scale and building mounted), building heating with heat pumps, and mobility via electric drivetrain vehicles. In this version of the model, exogenous fuel price changes and changes to technology costs are assumed to reach a plateau in 2030, the implications of which are discussed later in the paper (see Section 6.0).

Individual energy system actors in the energy supply and end-use sectors must make periodic decisions about capital stock replacement based on myopic expectations of levelised costs. This includes direct economic costs resulting from the capital purchases of assets, any taxes or subsidies, and the costs associated with equipment maintenance and the purchasing of fuels (if applicable). It also includes estimates of
the intangible costs or benefits for different societal groups resulting from positive or negative effects on wellbeing resulting from the different choice that they make. These are typically estimated from stated preference surveys or willingness-to-pay studies, e.g. inconvenience or hassle factors can be interpreted as additional cost burdens [95], while it has been observed that customers will typically pay more for a trusted brand or one that they perceive will elevate their societal status when choosing between two functionally identical products [96,97], indicating the presence of a non-cost benefit. Finally, to reflect the fact that not all decisions in the real world are made on the basis of strict economic rationality criteria, different model actors can have their behavioural settings altered to prioritise costs as a selection criterion to different degrees (this is handled through the heterogeneity parameter shown in Table 1).

3.3 Model enhancements for this paper

Whereas previous STET modelling work using BLUE has tried to explore shifting societal priorities and varying levels of climate policy action by government as exogenous model inputs (i.e. on/off switches that are external to the mathematical formulation), we have attempted here to endogenise parts of these critical parameters. This has presented various conceptual, methodological, and data-related challenges, which we reflect on later in Section 6.3. Key modifications to the latest BLUE model (BLUE 2.3) that distinguish it from previous publications are discussed below.

3.3.1 Time horizon

Previous versions of the model stepped through time to a 2050 end year. For this paper, we have extended the time horizon for BLUE out to the year 2070, as this could represent an important timeframe for the UK to achieve a “net-zero” GHG emissions position if equity-based burden sharing is the eventual outcome of the Paris Agreement process [53]. At the time of writing a “net-zero” target for the UK has yet to be legislated, with decarbonisation policy being conducted on the basis of the 10-year old Climate Change Act [98].

3.3.2 Government decision making

We provide a summary description of government decision making in the model here, with references to the relevant supporting literature. A critical reflection on our particular conceptual framing for the role of the state and government-society relations in general appears later on in the paper (Section 6.2). A critical difference between the version of the model employed in this paper and prior versions is that in contrast to previous work, the Government is now represented as an active decision making actor which seeks to drive the transition towards climate targets. Our conceptual foundation lies in the idea that the Government can be represented as an
actual autonomous actor pursuing its’ own definition of national interests (a so-called state-centric approach [99]) rather than as the aggregate expression of the dynamics between multiple actors (industrial lobbies, social movements, political parties etc.). For the purposes of this paper, we take it as a given that the Government actor defines energy system decarbonisation as being in the national interest. The agency of the Government actor lies in its ability to intervene in the current socio-technical system by implementing both price-based and quantity-based policy interventions [100] towards this goal.

Past work has relied on the general concept of carbon permits [101] as a means of representing political action. In this paper, the Government retains the power to effect change across the entire energy system by setting a price on emissions, but its’ role is expanded such that it can also consider penalties and incentives for specific technologies [102]. Market interventions by the government actor are scenario dependent and take the form of additional government support or regulation that is triggered when the market share of low carbon technologies reaches certain thresholds in the model (described later in Section 4.0). This means that government can intervene in markets to change the choice sets available to other actors in the model. Real world examples of market interventions by governments include direct support for energy efficiency programs, payments for microgeneration, mandating fuel switching (e.g. [103]) and executive decisions to phase out coal fired power (e.g. [104]) and fossil fuel cars (e.g. [105]) by certain future target dates.

The Government actor has wide ranging powers in the model but it is not represented as being omnipotent. Political science tells us that popular support (which can take more active or passive forms) is a key input into the political process and political decision-making in general [106], and that this takes the form of “cycles of interaction” between political actors and broader societal movements [107]. In the context of future transitions towards sustainability, the dynamic between “the rulers and the ruled” [108] is sometimes described as being governed by a form of “social contract” [109], or a “social mandate” [110]. The level of societal buy-in or alignment with broader socio-technical “strategic narratives” [111] such as the German Energiewende is sometimes described as being critical. It is argued that increased societal support is key to giving the State a “stronger mandate to act” [112] or a “strong social mandate for the energy transition” [110], particularly in the case of more radical transitions (e.g. [113]). We implement this feedback in our model by representing the Government actors’ CO₂ price-setting capabilities (specifically, the extent to which prices can be raised in each time-step) as being socially constrained. A challenge here is then how to represent the concept of societal support and understanding how much support is needed to trigger or enable different forms of authoritative decision making by government. Political theory acknowledges this as being difficult to operationalise and likely to be highly context dependent [106].

In this model, we employ the concept of a societal mandate for the energy transition and assume that ownership of low carbon technologies effectively creates a constituency of voters in favour of decarbonisation. This representation does have some limitations (which we explicitly address in Section 6.2) but aligns with the
observation that policy interventions can only be sustained over time when they create a supportive interest group (see Patashnik [114] and Lockwood [115]).

In brief, government-society interactions in the model play out as follows: In each model year the government actor compares progress towards government climate targets and decides whether or not to maintain or raise CO\textsubscript{2} pricing. If emissions are not falling, the government actor can decide to raise the CO\textsubscript{2} price in the following year, but the extent to which this is possible is constrained by the overall societal mandate for the energy transition. If adoption of low carbon technologies is slow, then the government can only raise pricing by a small amount, but if it is rapid, then this implies a supportive electorate and increases in pricing can be relatively high.

For our analysis in this paper, we additionally impose an arbitrary maximum cap of 10\% for a CO\textsubscript{2} price rise in any given year, reflecting that this rate of change, if maintained, would result in a doubling approximately every 7 years (which is extremely rapid by any measure of systemic change). Finally, because political science tells us that backsliding on climate policy commitments, as well as weakening or abandoning long term targets are real possibilities [115,116], we employ a mechanism whereby repeated failure to lower emissions over an arbitrary number of years (in this case 3 years in a row), results in a temporary setback for climate policy. This is represented by a temporary collapse in the carbon price of 10\%, which acts as a proxy for weakening government support.

3.3.3 Societal groups and behaviour

Decision making in consumer-driven end-use energy demand sectors such as residential housing and transport have been disaggregated into multiple social groups. While more detailed societal categories could be implemented in the BLUE model structure, for example, using demographic or income statistics, for this paper, we have followed a stylised Rogers diffusion curve that segments population into several groups which we term innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards [117]. We have then set up these different groups in the model to have different decision making parameters (see Table 1). We have employed the language of Rogers’ work as it is remains most widely adopted and recognised theory on the diffusion of innovations. It is important however to note that our conceptual implementation of Rogers’ groups is mainly focused on their appetite for risk, whereas Rogers’ original definitions of the group structure also captured many additional elements. These include their social status, financial liquidity, degree of sociability, education level, the extent to which they have contact with and interact with the other groups (e.g. interaction between early majority and early adopters), and the degree to which they are “opinion leaders“ [118] that can set and shape trends.

For the purposes of our paper, we characterise innovators as being the most forward looking category, with the longest term perspective on valuing the future and being the least sensitive to cost differentials between novel technologies and incumbent regime technologies. They are also configured to ignore the intangible costs
associated with new and unfamiliar technologies (i.e. time costs, hassle factors [119]). We characterise laggards as being the most resistant to change, with short term perspectives on investments and a high sensitivity to costs, including intangible costs. All other groups are configured to be on a spectrum between these two extremes.

In Rogers’ original work, the size of the different adopter groups is imagined as being fixed. In our representation of social groups, we represent the proportion of the population in each category as being able to change over time, enabling the model to explore long run shifts in societal preferences. Prominent in much of the transitions literature is the idea of imagining societal change from the “bottom-up” through social movements or actions by civil society, as opposed to state actors [120]. Central to this are ideas of “transformational change in societal values” [121], “deliberate transformation” of beliefs, values and worldviews [122,123], and a “worldwide shift in individual values towards sustainability” [108]. The main mechanism for representing the actions of non-state actors in the model are the investment behaviours displayed by social groups when they make choices about replacing capital assets. The idea of changing societal values is operationalised through changing the dominant investment behaviours for the social groups in the model, which enables it to be used for exploring the idea that consumer choices can be changed by means other than price signals [124].

The rate of societal change is linked to the societal mandate concept introduced in Section 3.3.2. We assume that a strong level of societal “buy-in” to the energy transition, evidenced by large numbers of voters purchasing low carbon technologies, may have the effect of changing attitudes and behaviours. We model this change in behaviour by creating a feedback loop between the societal mandate and the rate of change in population preferences away from the laggard group and towards the innovator end of the behavioural spectrum. As more low carbon technologies capture market share, the proportion of the population that is sensitive to the intangible costs associated with the selection of these previously new and unfamiliar technologies is reduced. Intangible costs in BLUE serve as a means of monetising the aspects of investment decisions that cannot be explained by direct financial costs (for a review of examples drawn from the buildings sector, see [125]). How these externalities are interpreted through the lens of economic theory is sometimes contested e.g. to what extent these extra barriers are the result of imperfect information or other mechanisms [126]. However, there is a wealth of evidence that increased societal exposure to new technologies creates a positive externality that acts to reduce or eliminate intangible costs, in a phenomenon sometimes called “learning by using” [127,128].
Table 1 – Summary of behavioural parameters used for different societal groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Societal Group</th>
<th>Initial Population (%)</th>
<th>Discount Rate for Decision Making (%)</th>
<th>Sensitivity to Costs (Heterogeneity Parameter, v)</th>
<th>Intangible Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovators</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0-4 <em>Innovators do not react strongly to prices and are instead principally motivated by non-price factors</em></td>
<td><em>Innovators ignore intangible costs entirely</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Adopters</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5-9 <em>Early Adopters and Early Majority actors are price conscious but often very large cost savings are required before a total switch to new technologies occurs</em></td>
<td><em>Early Adopters perceive half of the average intangible costs</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Majority</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10-19 <em>Late Majority actors react strongly to prices, but prices do not guide all of their decisions</em></td>
<td><em>The Early Majority experience the average level of intangible costs</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Majority</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
<td><em>The Late Majority are 50% more sensitive to intangible costs</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laggards</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10-50 <em>Laggards will choose the least cost option almost every time, even if the savings are very small</em></td>
<td><em>Laggards perceive intangible costs to be twice as large as the average person</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.4 Technologies

A number of additional disruptive niche technologies have been added to the model, for societal groups to choose from in various market segments. These include domestic microgeneration, non-motorised transport, and highly thermally efficient buildings.

4.0 Thought experiment

4.1 Rationale

As alluded to in the introduction of this paper, the issue of *who leads and who follows* in future energy transitions is not straightforward to conceptualise or assess. In this section, we conduct a series of *thought experiments* [29] to understand how different configurations of the energy system might emerge under different political and societal conditions, represented in the BLUE model. The intention behind this exercise is primarily methodological in nature. The scenario analysis is exploratory in
character [36], and so is neither intended to be comprehensive, nor a reflection on what is plausible or desirable.

Philosophically the intention behind conducting a thought experiment is to explore relationships between the driving forces in the model to explore how they affect the evolution of the critical model parameters of interest (in this case, energy demand, emissions, and technology diffusion) as a means of gaining further insights into the mechanics of the real world system [129,130]. Such an exercise pushes the boundaries of whole system STET modelling, and we can also use the outputs to infer critical insights about the relative importance of social action and government policy in terms of their ability to shape future energy transitions. While the specific case study here is focused on the United Kingdom, which has a unique energy system and socio-political character, the broad insights generated are applicable to other contexts.

4.2 Exploratory dimensions

We present four different transition scenarios to unpick the leader-follower question, arranged as a simple 2x2 scenario matrix depicted in Figure 2. These are based on the concept of there being a single lead actor that initiates the transition, and a counterpart supporting actor. For the purposes of our thought experiment, we consider that either government or society can be the lead actor. We also consider that the supporting actor can follow the direction of travel indicated by the lead, or resist. This of course is an abstraction of the multiple interaction pathways that might exist for driving systemic change, but serves as a starting point for discussion. The possible combinations of actor settings therefore include:

- Government leads, society follows (GL-SF)
- Government leads, society resists (GL-SR)
- Society leads, government follows (SL-GF)
- Society leads government resists (SL-GR)
In each case, *leading* implies a different set of near-term activities that result in socio-political inertia being overcome. If government *leads* the transition, this entails spending political and financial capital to change the choice sets available to the rest of the system, removing or reducing the appeal of polluting options and getting new low carbon alternatives onto the table. If society *leads*, this change implies a shift in attitudes and purchasing behaviour such that deliberate choices are made to value low carbon technologies over their fossil fuelled counterparts. The issue of what elements in the real world system are represented by “society” is addressed later in discussion (see Section 6.2.1).

### 4.3 Experimental settings

Table 2 below discusses the different model settings applied in each transition scenario.

**Table 2 – Experimental settings applied in each transition scenario**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Society</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government Leads Society Follows (GL-SF)</td>
<td>Illustrates very strong government intervention in markets including bans on polluting technologies when these are still in the majority, with society changing over time in response to new norms that emerge.</td>
<td>Carbon pricing at rates that are socially constrained. Strong and persistent support for new technologies. Heavy subsidies implemented (50% of costs) for electric vehicles, electric heat pumps, near zero heating buildings, and residential microgeneration as long as these have less than an 80% market share.</td>
<td>Societal preferences (% population in each societal group) are allowed to shift over time, at a rate linked to adoption of new innovations, as described in Section 3.3.3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Leads Society Resists (GL-SR)</td>
<td>Shows the effects of strong government intervention in the existing socio-technical regime (identical to GL-SF), but with society imagined as being static in terms of how preferences change.</td>
<td>Action to remove polluting technologies when they are still in the mainstream. Fossil-fuel technologies in end-use sectors (fossil fuelled vehicles and gas boilers) are banned outright if they fall below an 80% market share. New unabated coal and gas fired power plant are banned. Forced retirement of fossil fuel power generation by 2025.</td>
<td>Societal preferences remain at initial levels (no change in population preferences, 0%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society Leads Government Follows (SL-GF)</td>
<td>Depicts an unprecedented societal shift in attitudes and behaviours, with some moderate government support for the transition (weaker than the GL cases).</td>
<td>Carbon pricing at rates that are socially constrained. Support for new technologies to establish a foothold in the market. Heavy subsidies implemented (50% of costs) for electric vehicles, electric heat pumps, near zero heating buildings, and residential microgeneration as long as these have less than an 30% market share. Polluting technologies start to be managed out of the system only when their numbers fall to relatively low levels in the overall system mix. Fossil-fuel technologies in end-use sectors (fossil fuelled vehicles and gas boilers) are banned outright if they fall below an 20% market share. New unabated coal and gas fired power plant are banned, with existing legacy plant finishing out their service lives.</td>
<td>A rapid shift in societal preferences such that nearly all of the population is in what is viewed in 2010 as the innovator category by 2050: making long term decisions on valuing the future, valuing non-cost factors when making technology selections, and ignoring what are viewed in 2010 as intangible costs (hassle factors, unfamiliarity with new technologies etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society Leads Government Resists (SL-GR)</td>
<td>Demonstrates the outcome of a future that sees massive shift in societal preferences (same as SL-GF), but with little corresponding government action to support the transition.</td>
<td>Carbon pricing at rates that are socially constrained. No subsidises for clean technologies. No market interventions to ban polluting technologies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 5.0 Results

We assess the rate of technological transitions in three major sectors, passenger road transport, residential heating, and power supply, while also exploring the ability of the whole energy system to decarbonise in line with climate targets. Additionally, we
show the level of carbon taxation achieved in each transition, which is an important marker for the interaction between society and government, as well as the distribution of the population amongst societal groups with different behavioural parameters, which enables discussion of how social change is currently operationalised in the model.

5.1 Carbon tax

Figure 3 shows the profile of carbon taxation in each of the four transition scenarios. Section 3.3.2 and Table 2 explain how the government actor can raise or lower the CO$_2$ price based on its own goals and the evolution of the social mandate it faces. The first three scenarios (GL-SF, GL-SR, SL-GF) all see sustained increases in the CO$_2$ price from 2010 to 2050, starting at around 22 £/ton and ending at 100 £/ton. The scenario with the heaviest government intervention in markets (GL-SF), then goes on to see the price increase rapidly to around 750 £/ton by 2070, while the other scenarios see increases to around 300 £/ton, less than half of this level. These results are function of the dynamic feedback that occurs between government and societal actors.

GL-SF has the highest final CO$_2$ price of all four scenarios because of the strong positive feedback loops that occur in the model. Government action to heavily subsidise new technologies leads to their rapid adoption by some groups, growing the size of the user base for low carbon technologies and the overall societal mandate for the transition. This strengthened societal mandate, in turn, drives a shift in consumer preferences towards the innovator end of the spectrum, further accelerating the rate of new technology adoption. It also enables the government to push the rate of CO$_2$ tax increases on polluting technologies harder, which incentivises the shift to non-fossil fuel technologies still further.

The lower final CO$_2$ price in GL-SR can be attributed to the lack of change in societal preferences in this scenario, which leads to lower levels of new technology adoption, and a lower societal mandate for change. The reduced societal mandate in GL-SR (as compared to GL-SF) makes it more difficult for the government to ratchet up CO$_2$ pricing across the model time horizon. The lower final CO$_2$ price in SL-GF is also linked to a lower societal mandate for the transition and less headroom for government to increase CO$_2$ prices, but in this case, this is the result of weaker government support for market intervention rather than a failure to shift consumer preferences. Finally, the SL-GR scenario sees a very weak carbon price trajectory which collapses shortly after 2040 and then never recovers across the modelled time horizon above 50 £/ton. In this scenario, the lack of any specific government actions to support low carbon technologies or disincentivise fossil fuel technologies leads to an ineffectual carbon pricing policy that is periodically abandoned.
5.2 Societal groups

Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of the population into different societal groups and how these change in each modelled transition. In GL-SF, the increasing adoption of low carbon technologies creates a feedback loop that results in changes to societal preferences over time (see Section 3.3.3). There is a large shift towards the innovator category by 2050 and nearly all of the population is operating in this mode of decision making by 2070. In GL-SR, we explore a scenario where no change in societal preferences occurs. Finally, in the Society Leads scenarios of SL-GF and SL-GR we explore an extremely rapid societal shift that is exogenously imposed, and which results in nearly 100% of the population joining the innovator category by 2050.
5.3 Power sector

Figure 5 illustrates how the transition scenarios unfold in the power sector through the model time horizon. The introduction of carbon pricing in all four scenarios together with the falling costs of renewable energy means that the power sector sees significant transitions away from fossil fuels in all cases. Coal power (in grey) is either forced off the system entirely through policy action (GL-SF, GL-SR, SL-GF) or is outcompeted by the alternatives (SL-GR) by the 2030s. Scenarios with early policy action to remove all unabated fossil fuels from electricity production (GL-SF, GL-SR, SL-GF) also see natural gas without carbon capture and storage (in orange) disappear from the system, but this technology is found to retain significant market share if it is not regulated against (as in SL-GR). SL-GR does feature a carbon tax, but the price is low and inconsistent, never reaching levels that are high enough to force gas off the system (see Section 5.1). The void left by fossil fuels in all cases is filled by varying amounts of nuclear power (red), solar power (2 shades of yellow) wind power (2 shades of blue), natural gas with carbon capture and storage (CCS) or bioenergy CCS (2 shades of green). CCS technology is assumed to be made available in the early 2030s.

The influence of social change on the power sector can be seen in the uptake of solar microgeneration (light yellow) in those scenarios where society follows (GL-SF) or where society leads the transition (SL-GF, SL-GR). In these cases, the changes in societal preferences and decision making (see Section 5.2) lead to solar microgeneration capturing very large shares of the installed power grid capacity. This can be contrasted against the outcome in the scenario where society resists and societal preferences do not change (GL-SR), which sees microgeneration playing only a minimal role in the overall generation mix.

Figure 5 – Power sector transition scenarios (average of n=500 simulations)
5.4 Residential heating

Figure 6 illustrates the transition scenarios in the residential heating sector. Natural gas boilers are indicated in grey, heat pumps in orange, direct electric heating in yellow, and the uptake of near-zero heating homes (which displace energy that would otherwise be used for heat supply) in bright green. The largest transition is found in the Government Leads, Society Follows (GL-SF) scenario which features the heaviest government intervention and a shift in societal preferences. In this case, a step change in the rate of adoption of electrical alternatives to gas boilers can be seen around 2040, where a ban on new gas boilers is implemented as ownership falls to 80% of market share.

The power of government action alone is shown to be limited however, if societal preferences do not change, as in the Government Leads, Society Resists (GL-SR) scenario. This scenario features the same generous subsidies for low carbon heating (50% of costs) and a rising carbon price as the previously discussed GL-SF scenario, but the lack of change in societal preferences means that these measures do not prove to be enough to overcome the price advantage of incumbent technologies. Both of the societally led scenarios (SL-GF, SL-GR) see an increasing adoption of alternative heating solutions over time. Compared to the government led transition scenarios, there is actually a larger shift in the earlier years of the transition. However, in the absence of strong government intervention (natural gas boilers for example, are never regulated against in these two examples) neither scenario experiences large shifts away from fossil fuel heating by the end of the modelled time horizon.

Figure 6 – Residential heating transition scenarios (average of n=500 simulations)

5.5 Passenger road transport

Figure 7 shows transition scenarios for passenger road transport. Incumbent fossil fuel vehicles are indicated in grey, with electrical vehicles in yellow and non-motorised
transport (NMT) options like cycling and walking in purple. The jagged lines on the charts for the NMT option are the result of oscillatory behaviour whereby the model comes up repeatedly against a deployment constraint, calibrated to the maximum number of passenger kilometres (pkm) via NMT, which is set to correspond to a level of cycling infrastructure penetration similar to that of the Netherlands (one of Europe’s most cycling-friendly countries). All four scenarios actually see a similar uptake of non-motorised transport by the end of the model time horizon.

The government led scenarios (GL-SF, GL-SR) see the highest levels of adoption of electric vehicles. A step change in the levels of adoption in both scenarios is observed around 2030 which is where government intervention is used to ban new fossil fuel vehicles. This has the effect of causing a very high penetration of electric vehicles by the end of the time horizon, even in the scenario where societal preferences do not change (GL-SR). This because, following government action, even the laggard societal group has no alternative but to purchase electric vehicles when their existing fossil-fuel vehicles are retired. The societally led scenarios (SL-GF, SL-GR) also see significant electric vehicle penetration, although the weaker (SL-GF) or non-existent (SL-GR) levels of government intervention do not close the gap in costs between low carbon and fossil fuel vehicles quite enough to see a total transformation of the sector.

Figure 7 – Passenger road transport transition scenarios (average of n=500 simulations)

5.6 Climate targets

Figure 8 depicts a series of probability density functions for the level of emissions reductions achieved in each model run across n=500 simulations. The distribution of outcomes depicted is the result of the use of Monte-Carlo sampling [131] of inputs in order to capture a degree of uncertainty in numerous parameters such as the costs and performance of different technologies or in behavioural responses [132]. The green shaded areas indicate climate targets for 2050 and for 2070. The UK’s statutory climate objective is an 80% reduction in GHG emissions by 2050 (relative to 1990
levels) [98], but as BLUE only accounts for CO₂ emissions we use a 90% reduction in CO₂ as our deep decarbonisation target following the established approach applied in similar studies [52]. We also indicate a 100% CO₂ reduction target for 2070, which is indicative of the level of decarbonisation effort that would be commensurate with a “net-zero” emissions target for the UK in line with the Paris Agreement [53]. At the time of publication, the UK Government has indicated a desire to move towards setting a domestic net-zero target, but no decisions have yet been taken about the time horizon for this to be achieved.

Across the range of scenarios, the range of possible outcomes is generally wider in 2070 than in 2050. Out of the four scenarios explored here, the two featuring the heaviest government intervention (GL-SF, GL-SR) emerge as achieving the deepest emissions reductions, although neither option (as modelled) strikes the target areas within the range of their probabilistic outcomes. The societally led scenarios (SL-GF, SL-GR) also achieve significant reductions in emissions relative to 1990 levels but these are lower than those achieved in the government-led scenarios and accordingly do not come close to the climate targets discussed above.

Figure 8 – Emissions reductions against climate targets for the year 2050 and for the year 2070 in different transition scenarios (n=500 simulations)
6.0 Discussion

6.1 General insights from results

The framing question for our thought experiment was: Should government or society lead the energy transition? The results show that both government-led and societally-driven transition scenarios hold the potential to deeply decarbonise the energy system. However, the most successful efforts at deep decarbonisation appear to be achieved when the initial momentum created by the leading party is then maintained when the counterpart follows i.e. GL-SF performs better than GL-SR, and SL-GF performs better than SL-GR. As modelled, it can be seen that the influence of the government actor appears more powerful than the societal actors, with GL-SF and GL-SR both decarbonising further than SL-GF and SL-GR. This is primarily because in our experiment the government actor is able to make transformative decisions about what choices were available to other actors across the entire energy system through regulation. The prohibition of new fossil fuel technologies in the residential heating and passenger road transport sectors relatively early on in the transition appear to be key to this increased level of decarbonisation in the government-led scenarios.

Another key finding from the analysis is that inertia in the system resulting from the long lifetimes of capital assets (power stations, building equipment, vehicles, etc.) and the limited pace of societal change meant that none of the model runs explored in this paper were able to achieve the level of climate ambition implied by the UK’s existing 2050 climate law or a hypothetical revised target in line with the international Paris Agreement aspiration for net-zero energy systems. Those scenarios which came close used highly interventionist, almost draconian measures to take polluting options off the table even when these were mainstream choices favoured by the majority of the population. For example, measures included banning new sales of fossil fuel vehicles and fossil fuel heating devices when they still comprised the majority of the market in their respective sectors, and the forced retirement of coal and gas fired power stations well ahead of their natural economic lifetimes.

This finding should be viewed in light of several important input assumptions (originally highlighted in Section 3.2). The model runs presented in this paper assume that full technological maturity is reached by 2030 for several critical transition technologies. So while their modelled costs do fall rapidly at compound rates of 1-3% per year for several decades, they are assumed to reach a plateau relatively early in the total model time horizon. It is conceivable that future costs could reduce faster than our default assumptions, that they could continue to fall further beyond our assumed dates for technological maturity, or that they could even experience radical and discontinuous shifts in costs over time. Another important assumption to note is that radical changes to end-use energy service demands that might result from future changes to economic structure and lifestyles (such as mobility and settlement patterns), are not yet comprehensively explored. The task of expanding the range of the analysis across these important dimensions lies slightly outside of the scope of ambition for this paper, but the implications for meeting climate targets of
challenging our default assumptions in this regard could certainly be valuable avenues of investigation to explore in future work.

6.2 Critical reflection on limitations and areas for future work

6.2.1 Representation of society

In this analysis, we have represented society as a stylised unipolar Rogers curve [117] with laggards at one end and innovators at the other, but societal groups could be represented as heterogeneous constellations of actors that exhibit differentiated preferences according to patterns of lifestyle choices, age, demographics, income, voting behaviour etc. From a quantitative modelling perspective, this would need to be computationally tractable and be grounded in real world social statistics. There is also scope for STET analysis to explore additional critical actors, with an obvious candidate for inclusion in future work being the financial sector, as advocated by Pollitt and Mercure [133]. Alongside changes to individual behaviours, future shifts in corporate culture and the decisions of firms could also be important [134,135].

Another area of improvement for future work is the interactions between different representative agents, which is not captured in the current analysis. In reality, social influence effects [136] and the actions of “transformational individuals” [137] who inspire others to collective action appear to be important in driving changes to values and behaviour. An additional layer of complexity is also introduced when such trends are considered to evolve dynamically over time [138].

The idea of society “leading” is only narrowly operationalised in this paper as self-directed changes to investment decision making. This offers only a narrow conception of what is potentially a complex transformative process that could develop along multiple pathways (for an example typology of social change from different groups, see Dahle [139]). The co-ordination mechanism that leads to different elements in society coming together to change the status quo is not depicted. Indeed, it is not certain that a strong and consistent societal shift in values and worldviews would emerge from the messy process of consensus-building and alliance formation amongst disparate non-State actors such as political interest groups, lobbying groups, and societal movements. While there is evidence that some changes towards more sustainable cultural values and behaviours is already underway in the present day [140,141], it is far from clear whether or how these early trends might translate to new purchasing behaviours or whether they would lead to the kind of profound “culture-shift” [142] or “awakening moment” [143] that precipitates fundamental societal change in much of the sustainability literature.

6.2.2 Representation of government

In their work on meta-theoretical approaches to analysing transitions, Cherp et al. [99] note that the “conceptualization of the state” is often contested. In this paper, we have taken a state-centric approach to representing government with a single representative agent, but we could equally have taken a so-called state-structural approach. Government could equally be represented in future STET models by a
range of actors representing different government branches (i.e. executive, judicial, legislative), departments (housing, transport etc.) or as different political parties vying for power (for interesting models of coalition forming, see [144,145]).

The issue of political consistency across time could be expanded significantly further. Here, we have represented government as a monolithic entity that makes incremental decisions according to consistent rules, in an approach which might be termed by political scientists as an incrementalist framing [146]. However, actor roles and relationships in future transitions may actually change over time [147], and with them the “political opportunity structure” for implementing pro-transition policies. A seminal overview of general theories of the energy policy making process by Grossman [116] highlights multiple streams, punctuated equilibrium, and advocacy coalition frameworks as leading concepts for future work to explore.

The types of powers and level of agency attributed to the government actor in our model could also be refined in future work. In this model version we have illustrated the effect of an economy wide CO\textsubscript{2} price-signal. At present, the UK does not have domestic policies for specifically pricing CO\textsubscript{2} although consumers are charged for energy produced from fossil fuels in the form of the Climate Change Levy (CCL) [148], which has been argued to amount to an “implicit carbon tax” [149]. While the CCL does not cover all sectors (notably, road transport fuels are absent and industrial emissions are charged through other means such as the European Emissions Trading Scheme), it illustrates the kind of mechanism that could be expanded in future, especially given the long time horizon for the model (to 2070). There is no theoretical reason why a carbon tax could not be introduced for consumers in the same way as Valued Added Tax (VAT) is already collected using existing administrative and enforcement institutions [150].

6.2.3 Representation of government-society relations

Finally, the co-evolving relationship between political and societal actors and how they exert varying degrees of power over the pace and direction of the future energy transition is perhaps the most interesting area for future investigation. While few political scientists might disagree with the idea that government power in a democracy is influenced by the electorate and that this relationship is a core factor influencing political decision making, operationalising this link in a formal model is not straightforward [151]. In this paper, we have used the concept of the societal mandate to explore the society-government relationship, based on the idea that ownership of low carbon technologies implies a political constituency in favour of system change [114,115]. But the relationship between purchasing behaviour and support for government policies is of course potentially much more complex and nuanced than this. For example, it does not follow automatically that purchasers of electric vehicles would accept regulation against polluting vehicles, although many may do so. Political support is also clearly a bi-directional phenomenon [106], with the government able to generate increased “social acceptance” through information campaigns or other measures [110,121].
6.3 Towards improving the value of STET modelling for policy

A number of caveats, which we address in discussion, apply to the general findings of the thought experiments depicted in this paper. This means that while we can draw useful inferences about the relative importance of societal change (i.e. what happens if it is faster, slower, or no change occurs) and political action (i.e. what happens if stronger or weaker actions in different sectors occur), we cannot state with confidence that deployment levels for different technologies or the levels of emissions reductions achieved in the model are representative of the real world. However, what this analysis does achieve is a valuable demonstration of the critical importance of societal and political elements in radically shaping future energy transitions and how they might be operationalised in quantitative energy models.

Two decades of effort to implement the low-carbon energy transition has shown analysts and policymakers how complex the political and social elements of such an economy-wide non-marginal change actually are. The idea that both top-down and bottom-up elements are vital for successful transitions is by no means new [152], but most energy models continue to be built to explore top-down changes and technological diffusion in the absence of societal innovation. We argue that this risks unwittingly perpetuating the illusion that top-down steering by government alone can bring about the energy transition (a perspective termed “cockpit-ism” by Hajer et al. [153]). This status quo can, and should be contested. Developing models that capture complex societal and political processes alongside technological and environmental ones is far from straightforward, but potentially offers new avenues for learning, stakeholder engagement, and the co-design of shared futures. Energy modellers must rise to this challenge.
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